Abstract Understanding the interactions between agricultural production and climate is necessary for sound decision-making in climate policy. Gridded and high-resolution crop simulation has emerged as a useful tool for building this understanding. Large uncertainty exists in this utilization, obstructing its capacity as a tool to devise adaptation strategies. Increasing focus has been given to sources of uncertainties for climate scenarios, input-data, and model, but uncertainties due to model parameter or calibration are still unknown. Here, we use publicly available geographical data sets as input to the Environmental Policy Integrated Climate model (EPIC) for simulating global-gridded maize yield. Impacts of climate change are assessed up to the year 2099 under a climate scenario generated by HadEM2-ES under RCP 8.5. We apply five strategies by shifting one specific parameter in each simulation to calibrate the model and understand the effects of calibration. Regionalizing crop phenology or harvest index appears effective to calibrate the model for the globe, but using various values of phenology generates pronounced difference in estimated climate impact. However, projected impacts of climate change on global maize production are consistently negative regardless of the parameter being adjusted. Different values of model parameter result in a modest uncertainty at global level, with difference of the global yield change less than 30% by the 2080s. The uncertainty subjects to decrease if applying model calibration or input data quality control. Calibration has a larger effect at local scales, implying the possible types and locations for adaptation.
Introduction
Crop growth modeling has increasingly been applied at large spatial scales, such as country, continent, and global. These simulation effects are driven by the increasing needs to evaluate the impacts of climate change on food production [Balkovič et al., 2014; Deryng et al., 2014] , understand yield gaps and food security [Van Wart et al., 2013] , devise adaptation options [Challinor et al., 2014] , identify risk management strategies , and incorporate crop models to integrated assessment for policy implications [Ewert et al., 2011] . For these purposes, some crop models are designed to represent key biophysical processes between environment, management, and crop, and to be applicable in simulating over large areas. For instance, with the availability of a suite of global data sets (i.e., crop planting and harvesting dates, fertilizer, area), the GLAM [Challinor et al., 2004] , PEGASUS [Deryng et al., 2011] , and iGAEZ [Tatsumi et al., 2011] models were created to assess the impacts of climate change on global food production. On the other hand, to better represent spatial heterogeneity of agricultural management and crop genotypes, many process-based and site-specific crop models have also been used for large-scale simulations. These models include detailed crop management options and crop physiology characteristics, and necessitate substantial amounts of data to calibrate the model for a particular region. For example, Elliott et al. [2014] developed a global gridded crop simulation system (pSIMS) based on crop models DSSAT [Jones et al., 2003] and APSIM [Keating et al., 2003 ]. The EPIC model, developed to assess the effect of soil erosion on productivity in agricultural management, has been upscaled to simulate global crop production, using a Geographic Information System (GIS) [Liu et al., 2007] .
such an extent that cross-study syntheses are restricted and the ability to devise relevant adaptation options and develop risk management strategy are limited [Challinor et al., 2014; Rosenzweig et al., 2013] . One source of the uncertainties comes from the differences between models, particularly in structure and process. Rosenzweig et al. [2014] compared global inferred yield change under the same set of climate change drivers from seven global gridded crop models. They found substantial disparity in estimated direction, rate, and pattern of yield responses to climate warming. Other studies compared the uncertainties due to crop models in a number of sites. For example, Asseng et al. [2013] conducted the largest standardized model intercomparison to date for climate change impact, by comparing 26 wheat models. Bassu et al. [2014] compared 23 maize models regarding the simulated yield responses to changes in climatic factors. Due to the large uncertainty, most of these studies concluded that an ensemble of models increases the applicability of the multiple simulation results. But on the other hand they also pointed out a comprehensive calibration with detailed observed data set tends to decrease the range of estimation and therefore reduce the uncertainty, highlighting the importance of model calibration.
Another source of uncertainty relates to model inputs. Recently the Global Gridded Crop Model Intercomparison (GGCMI) project was initiated within the framework of the Agricultural Model Intercomparison and Improvement Project [Elliott et al., 2015; Rosenzweig et al., 2013] . One of the goals of the project was to reduce and quantify the uncertainty among models by harmonizing their inputs (e.g., global crop area, nutrients, irrigation, crop planting, and harvesting calendar) and providing consistent simulation protocols. The availability of the global data sets provides great opportunity for process-based global crop simulation. Many groups have used these data sets to setup their global models and made simulations (e.g., GEPIC, LPJmL). However, these global data products usually derive from survey, remote sensing, country-level data, or expert judgment, which can be subject to large errors, particularly in areas where the crop is a marginal product or areas without good data collection infrastructure. For example, the global fertilizers and manure data set [M€ ueller et al., 2012] provides uniform values for some large areas or countries, particularly in the developing world, exhibiting much less heterogeneity than that of reported yields and tending to decrease the correlation between simulated and reported yields. Additionally, the variables contained in the global data sets are far below the requirements of most process-based crop models. Current global data sets only provide coarse information of crop area, the total amount of fertilizer, and manure applied on crops, crop planting, and harvesting windows, and these data are usually only available for certain years (such as year of 2000). Whereas for a precise crop simulation, much more detailed data such as crop phenology, exact dates of planting, and management information are needed. The lack of sufficient data to run the models lead to equivocal selection of many model parameters, enabling calibration as a useful way to improve the simulation.
Model calibration is a prerequisite step for crop simulation. For site-scale simulation, it is commonly operated through the adjustment of specific parameters to match the field observations. While at regional scale, particularly the global simulations, this step is usually simplified or ignored owing to the lack of observed data. One frequently used calibration strategy for global simulations involves apply default parameters universally while adjusting a few based on literatures [e.g., Balkovič et al., 2013] , or varying parameters based on the relationship between climate and crop phenology [e.g., Elliott et al., 2014; Waha et al., 2012] . Another common method is to repeat the simulation with different parameters (such as planting dates) and then select the parameters that reach a given criterion (e.g., highest yield) [e.g., Liu, 2009] . A more complex method is to calibrate selected parameters based on observation, survey, and reported regional data, which requires much more computation time. For example, Folberth et al. [2012] calibrated cultivar, planting dates, and tillage parameters in EPIC to reflect the local agricultural practices of low input, low-yielding cultivar, and high nutrient depletion in Sub-Saharan Africa, and therefore produced a better agreement of simulation to reported maize yield. Based on spatially distributed experimental observations, Xiong et al. [2008] used a cross-calibration method to calibrate seven cultivar and three management parameters of DSSAT in China, substantially increased the agreement between simulation and survey maize yields from 1981 to 2000. Nevertheless, with the increasing efforts to regionalize or calibrate model parameters for better global simulations, questions related to calibration are largely remained unclear, including (1) the magnitude of the uncertainty related to global crop simulation using harmonized global data sets as input, including simulation differences between default and tuned model parameters, and (2) the possible effects of calibration on simulation results for climate change impact assessment.
The aim of this study therefore was to apply the harmonized global data sets on the EPIC model, for both setting up the global maize simulation and regionalizing the parameters. It also attempted to quantify the uncertainty due to different values of model parameter and calibration. The fundamental goal of the study was to understand the possible uncertainty range due to model calibration on estimated impacts of climate change, facilitating robust yield projection for adaptation investment, and policy making.
Method

The EPIC Model
We used the EPIC model (Ver. 0810) [Williams, 1995] , one of the most widely used crop models, to simulate the global maize production and quantify the projected range of climate change impact under different calibration strategies. The model has been utilized to simulate soil carbon sequestration [Zhang et al., 2015] , management practices [Lychuk et al., 2014] , nutrient cycling and loss [Wang et al., 2006] , and climate change impact on crop yield [Balkovič et al., 2014] . Because the model is open source software written in FORTRAN programming language, we modified it for parallel processing in a Linux environment and to make it capable of iterative simulations over a large number of parameter settings. Although EPIC has a relatively simple model structure compared to other process-based crop models like APSIM and DSSAT, it comprises most of the major processes that occur in the soil-water-atmosphere-management system, such as water dynamics, cycling of nitrogen and phosphorus, soil salinity, and aluminium toxicity.
EPIC operates on a daily time step and can perform long-term simulations. It has eight major modules: weather generation, crop growth, soil water dynamics, erosion, nutrient and carbon cycling, soil temperature, tillage, and crop and soil management. In the crop growth routine, crop yield is estimated as a function of the biomass to energy ratio (BE), the harvest index (HI), planting density (SD), photosynthetic active radiation (PAR), radiation use efficiency factor (RUE), and vapor pressure deficit (VPD), and is reduced through a series stress factors. Potential biomass is calculated daily from PAR and RUE. Potential biomass is adjusted to actual biomass through daily stress caused by extreme temperatures, water, and nutrient deficiency or inadequate aeration. Then, crop yield is calculated as a proportion of economic yield over total actual above-ground biomass at maturity defined by a harvest index. The total number of model input parameters is more than 300, most of them associate to specific type of crop and agricultural management regime, but values of a few model inherent parameters such as Potential Heat Unit (PHU), Optimum Temperature (OT), Harvest Index (HI) need to be optimized with respect to circumstances in specific study region and crop cultivar. Based on previous sensitivity analyses of EPIC , we selected four parameters to be adjusted in the simulation, i.e., PHU, OT, HI, SD, respectively, representing spatial heterogeneity of crop phenology, biophysical characteristic, yield formation, and management.
Global EPIC Simulation
In this study, maize was chosen as the target crop to quantify the uncertainty of calibration. Maize is one of the most important staple crops in the world, with relatively good information on yield, area, and management. The data used for the EPIC model include topography, land cover, weather, soil, management, and plant parameters. We collected the most complete data sets on climate, soil, topographic relief, and crop management from different public sources and converted them to simulation grids at a resolution 0.58 3 0.58 (supporting information Table S1 ). We used these to set up a grid-based modeling system for the EPIC, v. 0810 model. The global modeling system was constructed by combining GIS layers on soil, relief, management, and weather grid [Balkovič et al., 2013; Xiong et al., 2014] , with around 40,000 simulation units of cropland upon which the EPIC model was run.
Six daily weather variables (maximum and minimum temperatures, precipitation, solar radiation, relative humidity, and wind speed) for the period 1951-2010 (baseline time period) were obtained from a highresolution global data set at Princeton University [Sheffield et al., 2006] [Batjes, 1995] . Soil parameters were allocated to each simulation grid cell based on the spatially dominant soil type taken from the digital Soil Map of the World (DSMW) [FAO, 1990] . Soil retention and hydraulic parameters were calculated using pedotransfer functions [Schaap and Bouten, 1996] . Soil parameters for organic soils missing in WISE data set were adopted from Boogaart et al. [1998] . The 5' spatial resolution model on global cropland land uses [You and Wood, 2006] served as a source of cropland extent data.
Crop yields and harvesting areas came from the gridded global data set by combining two data products of Monfreda et al. [2008] and Spatial Production Allocation Model (SPAM) [You et al., 2009] , reflecting the production situations around 2000s. The crop calendar data set was obtained from the Center for Sustainability and Global Environment (SAGE). This data set is the result of digitizing and georeferencing existing observations of crop planting and harvesting dates, at a resolution of 5' [Sacks et al., 2010] . The data set provides ranges of crop planting and harvesting dates for different crops in each grid. A crop-specific gridded data set (by 5') of nitrogen, phosphorus, and potash fertilizer application for the world (around the years of 1999 or 2000) was used in our simulation to setup current fertilizer application rate for maize in each grid cell. This data set was developed by University of Minnesota, based on a spatial disaggregation method to fuse both national and subnational fertilizer application data from a variety of sources [M€ ueller et al., 2012] .
Calibration Strategy
The lack of information on spatial distribution of maize cultivars and cropping practices necessitated the calibration in our EPIC modeling. Calibration is the common method to reduce the simulation bias. At the global scale, this procedure is usually fulfilled through regionalization of selected parameters. Here we conducted the global simulation with five calibration strategies (Table 1 ):
1. The Default Simulation. This indicates a single global simulation for both irrigated and rainfed maize, directly driven by the global data sets and model default parameters. Sowing dates and the length of growing season were obtained from Sacks et al. [2010] (using midpoint dates of the reported windows). The PHU (in 8C) was estimated for each grid cell based on Princeton historical weather data , assuming the minimum and optimal growth temperatures of respectively 88C and 258C. The harvest operations were automatically postponed by the model if the required PHU had not been accumulated on the given day. The automatic harvest was then triggered at 110% of PHU to take maize postmaturity drying on the field into account. Planting density was set to 5 plant/m 2 . HI and OT were the model default values of 0.5MgÁMg 21 and 258C, respectively.
2. The PHU Simulation. This is the largest simulation group with more than 100 time simulations for each grid cell. We conducted the simulation with default parameters except PHU and associated sowing and harvesting dates. For each grid, we reiterated the simulation for a number of combinations of sowing and harvesting dates and associated PHU. In the iteration the sowing and harvesting dates changed from the first to the last dates base on their reported windows, with a step of 10 days. PHU was calculated from the observed daily weather data from 1981 to 2010. We selected the PHU and exact planting and harvesting dates for each grid cell that reached the best match between simulated average and reported mean yields of 2000s and identified as the calibrated values. For exploring the uncertainty due to this calibration, we aggregated global maize yields from the simulations for 25 cultivar maturity types and associated calendar (five sowing dates 3 five harvesting dates of earliest, early, middle, late, latest), and compared their difference. 3. The HI Simulation. This simulation group repeated the gridded simulation with default parameters, except with different harvest index, from 0.3 to 0.8 Mg, with a step of 0.05 MgÁMg 21 . Calibrated parameters were the regionalized HI that minimized the simulation bias. Global maize yields with various HI were averaged, weighted with reported maize area in 2000. 4. The OT Simulation. Same simulation group as the HI simulation, but adjusted the parameter of Optimum
Temperature from 23 to 308C, with a step of 0.58C. We identified the calibrated OT parameters and computed the global yields for different OT values. 5. The SD Simulation. Same as the simulation group 4 but varied the parameter of sowing density. The SD changed from 3 to 10 plant/m 2 , with an incrementally increase of 0.5. The regionalized SD achieved the best spatial agreement to reported yield was considered as calibrated parameters. In addition, global yields were estimated for all SD values.
All the simulations were conducted for the whole global arable land for irrigated and rainfed maize from 1951 to 2099. Area for irrigation was estimated based on the MIRCA2000 database. Since information on the volume of irrigation water supplied is lacking at the global scale, we used the automatic irrigation trigger in EPIC to supply water when the water stress exceeded 20% on a given day, with a maximum annual volume of 1000 mm [Balkovič et al., 2014] . Annual N, P, and K fertilizer were applied as rigid amounts together with tillage, while N dosing was triggered automatically based on plant requirements until the annual N application rate indicated by global fertilizer database was reached.
Analysis
We first evaluated the effectiveness of the calibration strategies for improving the global simulation. This was done by comparing the simulated to historical yields at both country and grid levels. Due to the lack of soil initial condition, we started the simulation from the year of 1951, with a 30 year period as the spin-up run to reach equilibrium of soil carbon and nutrients [Balkovič et al., 2013 [Balkovič et al., , 2014 . The average maize yields for each country from 1981 to 2010 were aggregated from gridded outputs, weighted by the reported maize area around 2000. The national yields were compared with FAOSTAT data, in which technology effects in FAOSTAT yields were removed through a linear detrending method to production situations of year 2000 . A total of 132 countries with complete reported yields from 1981 to 2010 were selected for the comparison. At grid level, simulated yields (irrigated and rainfed) were compared to SPAM data in terms of the agreement in geographical pattern. Statistics of coefficient of determination (R 2 ) and relative root mean square error (RMSE) were used to evaluate the effectiveness of the strategies.
We then estimated the uncertainty due to different values of parameters in projecting the impacts of climate change under the scenario of HadGEM2 RCP 8.5. Mean, median, direction (yield increase or decrease), range (difference between highest and lowest values) of the projections in each simulation group were calculated to measure the uncertainty. At the global scale, the PHU simulation with a combination of five sowing (i.e., the earliest, early, middle, later, latest in the sowing window) and five harvesting dates (i.e., the earliest, early, middle, later, latest in harvesting window) were selected and aggregated, representing 25 suites of regionalized parameters (planting and PHU). Simulations of HI, OT, and SD were aggregated with globally identical values of the parameters from lowest to highest. Yield changes were calculated for three periods (2020s: 2011-2039, 2050s: 2040-2069, 2080s: 2070-2099) , relative to the corresponding means of 1981-2010. At grid scale, we classified the global arable grids into seven categories based on the medians of the yield change (<260%, 260%$230%, 230%$25%, 25%$5%, 5%$30%, 30%$60%, >60%), to represent climate change susceptible (yield decrease) and benefit (yield increase) areas, and compared between the simulation groups. We also estimated the range and the direction of the yield changes at grid
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level for each simulation group, to examine the uncertainty due to using various values of specific parameters.
Results
Simulation of Historical Yield With Default Parameters
The simulated national yields with default parameters exhibited an overall overestimation over the FAO-STAT data, with a significant and higher prediction by 8.4% (t test, p < 0.01) averaged across all countries ( Figure 1a) . Correlation between the simulated and reported national yields was not significant at 99% confidence level, with R 2 5 0.078 and RMSE 5 80%, indicating the low agreement in spatial patterns between simulated and reported national yields. Yield overestimation occurred in 82 countries, mainly located in developing countries in Africa and Asia, with a mean overestimation by 143%. Fifty countries exhibited yield underestimation, with a mean underestimation by 46.5%. The countries with yield underestimation mainly located in the North America (e.g., The U.S.), Western Europe (e.g., Spain, France), Western Asia (e.g., Turkey and Iran), and southern part of the South America (e.g., Argentina and Bolivia).
Figure 2 presents the spatial distributions of the reported and simulated historical yields for both irrigated and rainfed maize. Highest maize yields were reported in temperate regions at both hemispheres. The midwestern U.S., Western and Central Europe, and Eastern Argentina emerged as the most productive centers for maize cultivation (yield >8t/ha), characterized by temperate climate and highest nutrient input. Maize in Eastern China, India, Eastern Europe, and Western Asia was reported moderate to high yields, especially in areas equipped with irrigation, with yields ranging between 4 and 8 t/ha. Yields in most of the other areas, particularly Africa were relatively low, possibly due to the low inputs and unfavorable climate. The simulation with default model parameters roughly reproduced the patterns of reported yields between regions, but underestimated the reported yields in high productive regions, such as the U.S., Argentina, West Europe, and overestimated the yields in middle to low productive regions, like China, India, Africa, and South America. In addition, the simulation predicted shifted geographical distribution of the reported yields, for example, the simulations moved the world most productive centers from the midwestern U.S. to the southeastern U.S. for both irrigated and rainfed maize. Figures 1b-1e shows the comparisons between the FAOSTAT with simulated yields with calibrated parameters. Compared to the simulation with default parameters, the simulations with calibrated parameters demonstrated pronounced improvement in reproducing the spatial patterns of FAOSTAT yields. Regionalizing PHU and HI expressed larger effectiveness to increase the agreement than OT and SD. The R 2 between simulated and FAOSTAT yields increased greatly from 0.078 in the default simulation to 0.6 and 0.58, respectively, in the simulations with calibrated PHU and HI (Figures 2b and 2c) . RMSE between the simulated and reported yields across all countries decreased nearly half to around 45% for both the simulations with calibrated PHU and HI.
Effectiveness of the Calibration Strategies for Improving the Simulation
For majority of the simulation cells, calibration for at least one parameter greatly reduced the bias between the simulated and reported yields. If we considered a simulation with biases within 615% was acceptable, simulations in only 13.3% of the grid cells for irrigated maize and 9.7% for rainfed maize were acceptable in the simulation with default parameter (overall 22,118 grid cells for irrigated maize and 24,012 for rainfed maize included in the simulation), this low proportion led to a flat and skewed normal distributions of the biases for the default simulation in Figure 3 . Calibrating model parameter PHU or HI substantially increased the number of the grid cells that exhibited acceptable simulated values. The proportion of the grid cells with biases within 615% was increased to 33.2% (irrigated) and 27.4% (rainfed) with calibration strategy PHU, and to 41.6% (irrigated) and 33.6% (rainfed) with calibration strategy HI, largely shrinking the widths and raising the peaks of the possibility distributions for both irrigated and rainfed maize (Figure 3 ). Both the calibration strategies performed well in main maize areas at middle latitude, such as the U.S. Corn Belt, the North China Plain and Northeast China, Southern part of Brazil (supporting information Figures S1c-S1f). Calibrating model parameter OT or SD had less effectiveness to increase the spatial agreement and reduce the simulation error. Compared to the simulation with default model parameters, the simulation with calibrated OT or SD only increased the R 2 by 0.02$0.07, reduced the RMSE by 4$9% (Figures 3d and 3e) . 
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Estimated Impacts of Climate Change
Model calibration strategies generated slight to wide sensitivities of simulated year-to-year yields when estimating the impacts of climate change, depending on the parameter selected (Figure 4 ). Varying the HI resulted in the widest yield ranges for the simulated global maize, with average yields of 3.55$9.14 t/ha for irrigated maize and 1.80$4.09 t/ha for rainfed maize for the whole simulation period . Adjusting the PHU in the simulation produced the second largest yield ranges in the simulation, with 3.55$6.30 t/ha and 1.94$2.94 t/ha, respectively, for irrigated and rainfed maize. Changing the OT or SD has limited influence on simulated yield, particularly for OT. However, whatever the sensitivity that the simulation has, the global yield exhibited a similar downward trend up to 2099 for most calibration strategies, suggesting the consistent negative effects of climate change on global maize production. Journal of Advances in Modeling Earth Systems 10.1002/2016MS000625 Figure 5 and Table 2 present the projected yield changes of the simulations for the three future periods, namely 2020s, 2050s, and 2080s. Under the future climate scenario of RCP8.5 and HadEM2-ES, estimated yield change exhibited largest projection ranges by using different crop phenology, with values of 5.0%$2.2% (2020s), 215.4%$23.5% (2050s), and 230.3%$213.0% (2080s) for irrigated maize, and 24.9%$3.3% (2020s), 213.1%$22.9% (2050s), and 223.9%$28.3% (2080s) for rainfed maize. That means a difference of 7.7%$17.3% (the difference between lowest and highest projections at different time periods and conditions) resulted from the strategy for parameterizing PHU, while fixing other parameters at default values. The second largest yield change spread appeared for the calibration strategy OT, with the difference between 3.5%$13.9%, depending on time periods and irrigation conditions. The strategy of parameterizing SD produced less simulation disparity, with the difference between 4%$5.2%, while the strategy HI resulted in the least projection difference among simulations with a value less than 2%.
However, although different calibration strategies caused changes to the projections, the difference in estimated global yield change between simulations with default and calibrated parameters were insignificant in most cases. The simulation with default parameters produced a small positive to moderate negative effects on global maize yield due to climate change (RCP 8.5), with yield changes of 0.4% (2020s), 23.9% (2050s), and 215.0% (2080s) for irrigated maize, and 0.9% (2020s), 25.5% (2050s), 216.96% (2080s) for rainfed maize. These estimates were adjusted by 29%$3.6% if using the parameters that calibrated and regionalized based on the global data sets. Using calibrated PHU in the simulation decreased the estimates in all cases, with an average adjustment 25.1% and the largest 29% for irrigated maize in 2080s. Calibrated HI in the simulation resulted in near zero differences on estimates of future yield change. Employing calibrated OT or SD only resulted in changes in the estimates for the 2080s, with largest adjustment of 3.6% for calibrated parameters SD under rainfed condition. Journal of Advances in Modeling Earth Systems 10.1002/2016MS000625 Figure 6 presents the aggregated yield change at the 2080s across latitudes for the simulations with the calibrated parameters, in which the medians of the projected changes in all maize grid cells within certain latitudes were used to estimate the yield response curves. Simulations with the four calibrated parameters exhibited a similar pattern of yields responding to climate change, indicated by a negative yield response in low latitude regions while a pronounced yield benefit in regions with high latitude at both hemispheres.
Influence on Identification of Hotspots
The patterns of the yield responses among the simulations with calibrated HI, OT, and SD appeared identical for both irrigated and rainfed maize. Detectable differences occurred in the simulation with calibrated PHU, particularly in the main maize areas. Compared to the simulations with calibrated HI, OT, and SD, inferred median of yield change from the simulation PHU exhibited an increased negative effect in the main maize areas of north hemisphere, while an attenuated negative effect in the main maize areas of low latitude and south hemisphere. Most maize area, particularly the irrigated maize, concentrates in the temperate areas of north hemisphere, spanning from 308N to 508N in latitude. In these areas, the simulation with calibrated PHU projected a larger yield susceptibility to climate change than other simulations. The average yield responses in 2080s estimated from the simulation with calibrated PHU in these regions were 223.3% and 225.3% for irrigated and rainfed maize, which were much lower than the simulations with calibrated HI, OT, and SD, respectively, 27.3%, 25.6%, and 26.4% with irrigated maize, and 28.8%, 27.9%, and 25.0 with rainfed maize. There were also disparities between the calibrated PHU simulation and the other simulations in maize areas of south hemisphere and low latitudes of north hemisphere. The simulation with calibrated PHU produced a reduced negative effect or an increased positive effect of climate change in most of these areas.
Heterogeneity of simulated yield response to climate change is often used to identify climate change hotspots for devising adaptation strategies. Here we classified the arable grids into seven categories based on the estimated yield change in 2080s, and identified susceptible and benefit areas for maize production under climate change (Table 3 ). For maize production under both irrigated and nonirrigation environments, the majority of the grid cells exhibited decreases in yield due to climate change, indicating the widespread negative effects of the global warming on maize. Approximately 50% of the irrigated and 60% of the nonirrigated maize grid cells were identified as susceptible regions with decrease in yield of more than 5%. 
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Around one third of the grid cells appeared middle to high yield susceptibility to climate change, with yield decrease greater than 30%.
Figure 7 presents geographical distributions of the identified susceptible and benefited regions to climate change. For all simulations, grids at high latitudes were projected to benefit from climate change due to current restriction of low growing-season temperatures for maize production. Areas in Central Asian, characterized by high altitude and dry climate, also appeared to benefit from climate change for rainfed maize, possibly due to increased precipitation in the future. For both irrigated and rainfed maize, susceptible areas distributed greatly across geographical regions from latitudes 488S to 608N, with a large number of the susceptible areas concentrated in the eastern U.S., Brazil, India, Eastern China, and North of Sub-Saharan Africa. Differences in the identified hotspots were pronounced between the simulations with the four calibration strategies in terms of the size of the susceptible areas and its extent of projected yield decrease. Within the simulations of four calibration strategies, the PHU simulation projected the largest susceptible area and magnitude of yield loss in India and Brazil for both irrigated and rainfed maize, whereas the HI simulation predicted the largest size and extent of susceptibility in the U.S. and China. For Central America (e.g., Mexico), maize yield appeared benefit from climate change in the HI simulation while suffered in other three simulations. 
3.5. Uncertainty due to Calibration Figure 8 computed the difference of the projected yield responses due to various values of specific parameters in the 2080s to denote the calibration-induced uncertainty. Averaged across all arable grid cells, the differences in projection due to varying model parameter spanned from 14.5% to 37.6%, with largest difference occurred with irrigated maize in the simulation with various PHU, and smallest with rainfed maize in the simulation of different SD. The simulation with different PHU produced the largest uncertainty, indicated by the largest difference of the projections by over 37% for both irrigated and rainfed maize, and the greatest number of grid cells exhibiting contrasting directions, either positive or negative effects in 43.4% irrigated grid cells and 39.7% rainfed grid cells. The median difference of the projections in the simulation PHU was 29% for both irrigated and rainfed maize, suggesting an uncertainty around 30% could be reached if using different PHU setting for the global simulation. In contrast, using difference values of HI, OT, or SD resulted in less simulation uncertainty than that resulted from various settings of PHU. For example, the median difference of the projections in the simulations with varying HI were 8.3% and 7.2%, respectively, for irrigated and rainfed maize, only one fourth of the uncertainty that uses varying PHU. In addition, compared to the simulation PHU, the simulations with varying parameters HI, OT, or SD experienced substantial increase of the number of grid cells that exhibited the difference in projections less than 5%. 
Furthermore, parameter-induced uncertainty differed across locations. For example, adjusting PHU and associated crop calendar in the simulation of rainfed maize led to larger uncertainty in countries at low latitude and central Asia, the first 10 countries with the largest projection difference were Myanmar, Oman, Mexico, Uzbekistan, New Zealand, Turkmenistan, Tajikistan, Djibouti, United Arab Emirates, and Armenia. Whereas parameterizing HI caused large uncertainty in countries at high latitude and mountain areas, the first 10 countries with the largest projection difference were Norway, Chile, Sweden, Nepal, Argentina, Bhutan, the U.S., Canada, Qatar, and Latvia (supporting information Table S2 ).
4. Discussion 4.1. Importance of the Global Data Sets Like many global simulations [i.e., Deryng et al., 2011] , our simulation experiment benefits from the development of a suite of global data sets and analyses, including climate, soil, terrain, crop planting and harvesting dates, crop-specific irrigated areas and fertilizer application rates, and harvested areas and yield of major crops. On one hand, these data sets serve as critical gridded inputs for setting up the global simulation. On the other hand, these global data sets provide basic information to calibrate the model, substantially improving the performance of the simulation.
Our simulation without calibration captured only 8% of the spatial variation of historical maize yields across countries. We did not expect the simulation to capture the temporal variation because lack of data to setup the model that reflects the year-to-year changes of important factors. This low agreement partly attributes to model's weakness such as inabilities to simulate the effects of pests, diseases, and extreme events, but also implies the shortcomings of the global data sets for driving the global simulation. Current global data sets are only available for specific temporal resolutions, which is insufficient to parameterize the model to capture the complete variations of yields. For example, in management data sets, the crop calendar reflects practices in the 1990s with wide windows for both sowing and harvesting dates (usually ranging 2 months), fertilizer data only reflects the application practice of 2000s (supporting information Table S1 ). With the rapid improvement of agricultural technology and unprecedented climate warming rates, these static inputs partly reduce the ability of the simulations to capture the temporal variation of agricultural management. Also data sets like maize fertilizer application rates, maize area and yield, and irrigated area are collected through surveys in a limited number of sites, or at low spatial resolutions-country to province levels, and processed by different methods, which are insufficient to characterize the heterogeneity of crop production. Farmers have unequal accessibilities to agricultural resources, the coarse, and identical inputs across a region tend to overstate the production in low input areas while underestimating the yield in high input land. In addition, data inaccuracy embodies in many aspects, leading to further simulated discrepancy to reported yields. For example, The SPAM yield data report higher rainfed maize yield than irrigated yield in countries such as Turkey. Nitrogen application rate is significantly and positively correlated to reported irrigated maize yields in most of maize growing reasons, indicated by an overall correlation coefficient 0.68 for the globe, whilst this correlation was small or negative in a number of African, Asian, and South American countries, such as Japan (20.63), Pakistan (20.13), Iran (0.00), Mexico (0.00), Zimbabwe (20.14), and Ethiopia (20.04). These unexpected values suggest the possible errors either with the reported yields, or with the nutrient application rates, or with other factors such as stresses which are not simulated (pests, disease, etc.), referring one of the reasons for the discrepancy between simulated and reported yields in these countries (Figure 1 ).
Calibration for Global Simulation
Regionalization of selected parameters has been proven to be an effective way to reduce the simulation biases, increase the spatial agreement to observation, and importantly, enhance parameters heterogeneity reflecting the actual variety of agricultural management and crop genetic characteristics Folberth et al., 2012] . However, the effectiveness of the calibration depends on the selection of parameter. In our experiment, we selected four strategies to parameterize one specific parameter, with restrictive conditions inferred from global data sets (sowing and harvesting window, reported yield, etc.) or literature, and targeting to reach the maximum spatial agreement between simulated and reported gridded yields. Within the four strategies, we found that regionalizing crop phenology (i.e., PHU) and yield correction factor (i.e.,
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HI) exhibited high effectiveness in achieving better agreement than others, which is consistent with previous findings by Angulo et al. [2013] and Liu et al. [2014] .
The high effectiveness of PHU and HI is because these parameters directly link to the accumulation of biomass and final allocation to yield. Their adjustments generate wide yield interval in the simulation, therefore provide a large parameter space for the calibration. As expected, tuning SD resulted in a relatively small response for simulated yields. Crop density affects crop competitions for intercepted light and nutrition, therefore modifies the actual harvest index and attainable yield in the model [Deng et al., 2012] . The effects caused by varying SD could be small if the crop faces other stresses such as nutrient or water, which also explains its smaller effects for maize under nonirrigation environment. For calibration of OT, our study demonstrated its limited capacity to modify simulated yield, although the yield response to temperature is sensitive to OT [Liu et al., 2014] . The reasons for its small role of OT are likely due to the simple structure of EPIC model. For example, optimal temperatures not only limit crop growth such as photosynthesis and growth duration, which can be modeled by the EPIC model, but also limit different growth stages and functions, such as germination, respiration, flower initiation, and induction of sterility, which are not included in the model. In part, our design for the calibration of OT may also contribute to the small effect on yield. In EPIC, the way that OT affects final yield is through the adjustment of the heat unit (PHU) absorbed each day, which requires recomputation of the PHU based on the new definition of base and optimum temperatures. In order to isolate the effect of OT, we only adjusted OT while keeping PHU and associated sowing and harvesting date as the default. This design failed to capture the overall effects from optimum temperature to final yield, likely resulted in the low effectiveness on the calibration. Nevertheless, the small effect of OT underscores the importance of parameter selection for the calibration, in some cases it may need to include multiple parameters in the calibration.
Uncertainty for Assessing the Impacts of Climate Change
Various values of parameters may cause significant differences in projected the impacts of climate change [Angulo et al., 2013] . By comparing the simulation outputs with different calibration strategies and various values of the parameters, our work explored and identified the calibration-induced uncertainties for estimating the impacts of climate change on global maize production. This work expands recent efforts that quantified relative contributions of various sources for crop simulation uncertainty [e.g., Bassu et al., 2014; Angulo et al., 2014] , but with more explicit and aggregated information for the globe. For global maize production, the effect of climate change (under scenario of RCP 8.5 and HadEM2-ES) was strongly negative up to end of 21st century whatever parameters being used in the simulation, interpreted by accelerated phenology under higher temperatures in the future. The variability in simulated global historical yields with possible values of the four parameters ranged from 3.7 kgÁha 21 to 9.6 kgÁha 21 for irrigated maize, and from 1.9 kgÁha 21 to 4.4 kgÁha 21 for rainfed maize. The predicted yields under the future climate scenario produced similar downward trends, but in general a higher simulated yield for the historical period corresponded to a smaller percentage of yield reduction for the future climate scenario. This suggests that the extent of the uncertainty of a global simulation can roughly be judged based on its ability to capture the historical crop yields. For instance, if a global EPIC simulation without calibration predicts higher historical yields, it may underestimate the negative effects of climate change, and vice versa.
Calibration resulted in varying uncertainty to estimated impact of climate change, depending on the parameters selected. Under RCP 8.5 scenario, the range for estimated change of global maize production is 25.0%$2.2%, 215.4%$23.8%, and 230.0%$26.2%, respectively, at periods of 2020s, 2050s, and 2080. The key response of crop growth to high temperature is the shorter duration of the growing cycle, thereby decreasing radiation capture, CO 2 assimilation, and biomass and grain production [Bassu et al., 2014; Tao and Zhang, 2011] . The calibration on crop phenology leads to greater uncertainty, indicated by the widest span of projected yield change in the simulation ( Figure 5 and Table 2 ). In contrast, estimated impacts were nearly unaffected by varying harvest index ( Figure 5 and Table 2 ), implying less uncertainty of adjusting HI for projecting the impacts of climate change. Parameters OT and SD indirectly affected yield through PHU and HI, so the uncertainty due to adjustments of their values depends on other parameters that are adjusted simultaneously.
Our calibration in EPIC caused about 26% of uncertainty for estimating the impacts of climate change on global maize yields by the end of the 21st century, measured by the range of the estimate. Our estimate
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provides the upper boundary of the uncertainty related to parameterizing specific model parameters because we examined the whole spectrum of the parameters and applied on a warmest climate change scenario (RCP8.5). The estimate could be increased if we simultaneously tuning other genotype or management parameters during the calibration. The method of regionalizing multiple parameters had been used in a few regional simulations, such as Xiong et al. [2014] , Folberth et al. [2012] , and Wang et al. [2005] , in which the uncertainty may be accumulated if the simulated outputs are sensitive to more than one parameters. However, the actual uncertainty of projected impacts of climate change could be smaller than the estimate due to quality control of the input data sets and calibration procedure. For example, differences of the projected impacts for the 2080s between simulations with different calibrated parameters were around 10%, far less than the uncertainty that identified for the varying PHU (26%). In addition, simulation with an ensemble of parameters provides a surrogate of calibration. The medians of percent changes in yields across latitudes were similar in Figure 6 irrespective which parameters being adjusted. Multiple models intercomparison studies also pointed out an ensemble of model responses to climate change was similar whatever using low or high level calibration information [Bassu et al., 2014; Li et al., 2014; Asseng et al., 2013] .
However, calibration-induced uncertainty tends to be larger at the grid scale, implying caution should be exercised when using the small scales information. This is because the inferred regional yield-climate relationship could be totally different when using different values of parameters, or choosing different calibration strategies. This is particularly true for the simulation with various PHU, indicated by the large number of grid cells (around 40%) exhibiting opposite directions of the yield-climate response. But, this grid scale information of parameter sensitivity provides important information for adaptation investment or research. On one hand, places with smaller calibration-induced uncertainty are more robust in the context of making sound adaptation investment. One the other hand, places with larger uncertainty (e.g., opposite directions of the impacts) underscores potential solutions for adaptation, such as the opposite directions of the impacts with various PHU highlight adjusting crop calendar could be an effective way to revise the negative impacts of climate change, areas with large uncertainty to OT suggest adaptation option of switching cultivars with changed optimum temperature.
Conclusions
Calibration is an indispensable step for crop simulation, while it is usually infeasible for the global simulation as it requests large and detailed data and intensive computation . The availability of a series of global data sets provided vital information to setup the global crop simulation. The EPIC simulation driven by the data sets and default model parameters roughly reproduced the spatial pattern of global maize yields of 1981-2010. Moreover, based on the data sets, performance of the simulation could be greatly improved through regionalization of selected parameters. The target for the regionalization approach was to reach the least difference between simulated and reported yields, and best spatial agreement.
Regarding the estimated impacts of climate change, varying selected parameters caused minor to moderate simulation differences in percentage of predicted yield impact, with the largest of 26% up to the end of 21st century under RCP 8.5. Various settings of crop phenology tended to produce largest effect on the yield change projection, while changing harvest index had little effect on the projection. Caution should be used when applying the parameters at local scales. Adjusting parameters could result in contrasting projections in many locations, highlighting however the hotspots and potential adaptation strategies.
